Leg Description: A little more pitch to this leg, but not too bad. Beautiful country Rd, meandering for a stretch through some horse properties to the Wilderville Community.

Surface: Asphalt

Van Instructions: Follow runners on this route and be sure to give them plenty of support, by pulling the van completely off the Rd on the right side. There are many opportunities to pull off the Rd on this leg. Flashers on.

From the exchange Mtn Fir Rd

- Exit Parking lot and turn right on Southside Rd
- 0.7 mile marker on right
- 1 mile marker on right
- 1.9 2 mile marker on right
- 2.5 Flagpole on left with Kirins
- 2.8 Beware of wolves on the right
- 3.6 S&K Ranch Rd on right
- 4.0 Left on Fish Hatchery Rd
- 4.5 Felkner Rd on right
- 5.1 3 mile marker on right, Leavitt Rd on left
- 5.4 Turtle Lane on right
- 6.1 4 mile marker on right
- 6.6 Francis Lane on left
- 7.7 Saw blade on left
- 8.1 6 mile marker on right
- 8.5 Redlands Dr on right
- 8.7 Turn left on the Old Coast Rd.
- 8.8 Exchange just past the store on the left

Total Elevation Gain: 351'
Total Elevation Loss: -478'
Net Elevation Change: -127'

Exch 9 = 1066'
Exch 10 = 939'
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